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Our Mission

The mission of Embracing Our Differences® is to use the arts
as a catalyst for creating awareness and promoting, throughout our
community, the value of diversity, the benefits of inclusion and the
significance of the active rejection of hatred and prejudice.
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About the Exhibit
As we celebrate our 9th annual Embracing Our
Differences® exhibit, we would like to reflect upon
the successes of the past year. The mission of Embracing
Our Differences® is to use the arts as a catalyst for
creating awareness and promoting, throughout our
community, the value of diversity, the benefits of
inclusion and the significance of the active rejection of
hatred and prejudice. The international outdoor art
display features 39 billboard-sized images created by
professional and amateur artists, writers and students
from Sarasota and around the world reflecting their
interpretation of our message: “enriching lives
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through diversity.”
Since our first exhibit in 2004, annual attendance has
steadily grown from 95,000 to a record setting 277,450
in 2011 during which time the display was expanded
to two months – April and May. To date, more than
1,100,000 visitors have visited Island Park on Sarasota’s
bay front to experience the varied interpretations of
how diversity enriches our lives.

each child we bused to the exhibit had the opportunity
to gain not only valuable cultural awareness but also
a deeper appreciation of the value of diversity and
having respect for others as well as the importance of
standing up against hatred and prejudice. Our busing
program becomes even more significant considering
that for many schools and students, Embracing Our
Differences® is the only out-of-school experience
available the entire school year.

Of great importance to furthering our mission are
our education initiatives that we believe represents
the most important aspect of our efforts – reaching
and impacting the lives of our children. Since 2004,
more than 94,000 students have participated in
our various education initiatives including 19,695
students and 127 schools in 2011 alone. Embracing
Our Differences®continues to be one of the largest
education programs in Sarasota County.

Another key component of our education initiatives
is a commitment to provide the necessary support for
for teachers to engage their students in a meaningful
experience. Age appropriate lesson plans and support
materials are created each year and offered to teachers
in various electronic formats. Under the supervision
of Sarasota County School District’s curriculum
development department, lesson plans are written
to Next Generation Sunshine State Standards and
include materials for the ActivBoard (an interactive
classroom-based technology tool), a visual inquiry
guide, art detective/decode the message exercises,
higher order thinking sample questions and sample
FCAT questions. The lesson plans relate to social
studies as well as art appreciation and are introduced
to teachers through our best practices instructional
methods workshops held throughout the year.

Providing free transportation for field trips to the
exhibit is the lynchpin of our education initiatives.
A total of $65,205 was spent on transportation costs
in 2011. For less than the cost of a latte at Starbucks,

As a result of these efforts, we provide a great field
trip for the students as well as a robust curriculum of
diversity and character education that is presented
before, during and after students visit the exhibit.

Our 2012 exhibit drew 4,502 submissions representing
53 countries and 40 states. Student submissions
were received from such distant places as Australia,
China, Greece, India, Japan, Romania, Thailand, the
United Kingdom, and many other countries. 43% of
the submissions selected for display in 2012 were
submitted by students.

Embracing Our Differences® continues its very
successful partnership with Riverview High School’s
International Baccalaureate Program. The IB program
aims to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and caring
young people, who help to create a better and more
peaceful world through intercultural understanding
and respect. Under the guidance of Dr. Paul Gallagher
and Dena Sturm, 88 students (a 130% increase
from 2010) acted as docents and mentors to other
students participating in our education initiatives.
These wonderfully dynamic and thoughtful students
continue to make us proud with their classroom and
community achievements. The Co-Existence Club
continues to be one of the largest at Riverview High
School. 2012 will see the expansion of this type of
partnership with both Venice & North Port High
Schools.
Embracing Our Differences® continues to expand
on its Partners in Education program through
collaborations with Florida Studio Theater, Sarasota
Film Festival, Van Wezel Performing Arts Hall,
Ringling Museum, GWiz, Mote Marine Laboratory,
Sarasota Orchestra, Season of Sculpture and Selby
Library. During this past year over 7,000 Embracing
Our Differences® students participated in education
programs specifically designed by these partnering
organizations to coordinate with our mission
of promoting diversity in the community. This
collaborative effort is unique on Florida’s Gulf Coast.
The importance of our education initiatives in local
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schools is demonstrated in many ways. For example,
Manatee County students speak over 70 different
languages. Another example shows that 27% of
students surveyed in one Sarasota County school
felt they were a victim of bullying. A similar study
indicated that student bystanders are watching 85%
of the time when one child bullies another.
National studies have consistently proven the value
of comprehensive art education and its association
with gains in math, reading, cognitive ability, critical
thinking and verbal skills. Arts education has also
been shown to improve motivation and confidence and
“connect people more deeply to the world” creating a
foundation for social bonds and community cohesion.
An independent evaluation, conducted annually by
Shelley Robertson, Ed.D., continues to prove that
our education initiatives positively impacts learning
outcomes relating both to art appreciation and
character building by helping students: (1) learn
to make sense of their world; (2) make healthy life
choices while recognizing the importance and value
of diversity; (3) improve self-esteem and motivation;
and (4) experience new ways to learn and succeed.
We are confident that the continuation of Embracing
Our Differences® year after year, with new and
original artwork, will have a positive impact on our
community for generations to come. The Embracing
Our Differences® Board of Directors and its Steering
Committee are deeply committed to making the
enhancement of our education initiatives and the
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resources we provide to our teachers a top priority.
In addition to all of our continued growth, we have
been able to control expenses while maintaining a
relatively flat annual operating budget for the past
seven years.
Overall, 2011 was another exceptional year for
Embracing Our Differences.®
A project as large as Embracing Our Differences®
requires the support of many people and organizations
and we wish to acknowledge all of those who have
played a role in supporting our efforts. These include
you, our very generous donors, as well as our many
volunteers. It also includes our Community Partners
– Gulf Coast Community Foundation, The Jewish
Federation of Sarasota-Manatee, Ringling College of
Art and Design, YEA Arts and Sarasota Sister Cities
– each of which plays an integral role in the overall
effectiveness of our programs. As always, the City of
Sarasota deserves our special thanks for allowing us
to occupy our beautiful downtown bay front park,
which provides the perfect venue for our community
to experience the exhibit.
We are very proud of our accomplishments and look
forward to 2012 as well as our 10th anniversary in 2013.
It is a privilege to continue to provide this opportunity
for our community to reflect upon and deepen its
awareness that embracing our differences, respecting
the beliefs of others and standing up against hatred

and prejudice will lead to a better world for everyone.
Respecting others is not only a way of thinking and
feeling – but most importantly, of acting. There are no
innocent bystanders.

zEOU JMfT2E
Carol Poteat-Buchanan
Graci & Dennis McGillicuddy
Co-Chairs

Michael J. Shelton, Executive Director
on the behalf of the
Steering Committee and Board of Directors
of Embracing Our Differences®

Michael J. Shelton Executive Director
Scott Anderson
Bernadette Bennett
Richard Bergman
Alice Cotman
Arlene Greene
Dr. Sherry Lawrence
Rebekah Leopold
Jeremy Lisitza
Barbara J. Lorry, Ph.D.
Joan Lowery
Leslie Malkin
Gila Meriwether
Jared Muha
Nancy Roucher
Delia Smith-Orth
Dr. Joni S. Steinberg
Dr. Tammy Walsh
Tim Cameresi Art Director
Grace Carlson Public Relations
Carroll Buchanan (1927–2010)
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(Right) Riverview High School International Baccalaureate
junior Juliana Gutierrez-Long, a docent on behalf of the
school’s Co-Existence Club, with a group of special needs students
from Easter Seals of Southwest Florida at the conclusion
of a tour of the 2011 exhibit.

Riverview High School

A POFECT Ujn
Embracing Our Differences’® partnership with Sarasota’s
Riverview High School International Baccalaureate
Program continues to be the jewel in our crown.
It is the mission of Embracing Our Differences,® in part,
to create awareness and to promote the value of diversity,
the benefits of inclusion and the significance of the active
rejection of hatred and prejudice. The International
Baccalaureate Program aims to develop caring young
people who help to create a better and more peaceful
world through intercultural understanding and respect.
The overlap in our two missions is undeniable and the
relationship continues to grow exponentially each year.
Under the guidance of Dr. Paul Gallagher and Dena Sturm,
2011 saw 88 students (a 130% increase from 2010) act as
docents and mentors to other students participating in
our education initiatives. Our student docents work in
the park daily leading groups of students through the

exhibit, inspiring youngsters to see the messages that are
delivered through the art and quotes. With their guided
questions and planted seeds of inquiry, our young visitors
are led to make realizations of their own about diversity
and acceptance of others, including those different from
themselves.
The Co-Existence Club continues to be one of the largest
at Riverview High School. 2012 will see the expansion of
this type of partnership with both Venice & North Port
High Schools.
These wonderfully dynamic and thoughtful student
docents continue to make us proud with their classroom
and community achievements and will be returning
again this year as an invaluable part of our educational
initiatives. We look forward to watching our partnership
with Riverview’s Co-Existence Club blossom in the years
to come.
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Riverview High School

When I participated as an
Embracing Our Differences®
docent for the first time in
2010, I never expected the
exhibit to affect me as much as
it has.

International Baccalaureate
Docents

T TRIR WoDS

As a member of the Embracing Our Differences®
Steering Committee, a member of the Co-Existence Club
and International Baccalaureate docent I have become
very aware of the numerous people that long to improve the
world. Seeing so many caring individuals actively working
to shape the world for the better has honestly been one of
my most treasured and profitable experiences.

– Jared Muha
12th Grade
Riverview High School International Baccalaureate Program
Embracing Our Differences® Docent 4 years
Embracing Our Differences® Steering Committee 2 years
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The first time I saw the exhibit I had no idea what it was. My
friends and I all got together for a picnic and before we knew
it we found ourselves staring at the artwork – entranced by
what it stood for. I was awestruck and curious and yearned
to know more. Less than two weeks later, I visited the
exhibit with my school and my curiosity grew. Now, almost
two years later, I am a docent teaching younger students.
Feeding the curiosity of the young students and adults
alike who visit the exhibit is an incredible opportunity
and an amazingly rewarding experience. Being shown
new things in each piece by different viewpoints continues
to open my own scope of the world. Embracing Our
Differences® has taught me to see things through the eyes
of a child; to constantly question, investigate, consider and
wonder about everything in the world. I would not trade
the experience for anything.

Having attended the exhibit as
a student, I expected my task
as a docent to simply consist
of using the art and quotations
to teach visitors the positive
effects that diversity brings to our world. However, I quickly
found out that my role was much more important.
I spent the first few hours asking students, ranging from
the age of 6 to 12, the significance of the art they saw and
how it related to their lives. Towards the end of the day a
group of about 12 special need students from Easter Seals

of Southwest Florida arrived at the exhibit. Each suffered
from different conditions including autism, cystic fibrosis,
and Down syndrome. They greeted us with kindness and
could not stop talking about how excited they were to be at
the exhibit. Every piece of art that we showed them led to
stories about their own personal experiences with diversity
and how it affected their lives and the lives of their friends
and family. However, as soon as we began to discuss simple
details of our own lives we could not get the students off the
subject. They were enthralled with our daily routine and
how different it was from their own. When we talked about
where we wanted to go to college, the students shared their
hopes and dreams for the future as well. One particular
boy named Joel talked about how he aspired to be just like
Martin Luther King, Jr. Others hoped to travel the world
and have families of their own one day. The students did
not show any sign of their disability slowing them down.
There were times when the students would get frustrated
and act up when they were unable to articulate what was on
their minds. However, the other classmates would quickly
work together to help calm their friend.
I had never worked with special needs students before and
I was truly touched by how thoughtful and considerate they
were of each other. I felt I was talking to friends of mine.
I could not imagine having to deal with their struggles
in society because of how different they are, but I quickly
began to understand that the differences between us did
not change the fact that we are all human beings.

– Fiorella Nicoloso

– Juliana Gutierrez-Long

12th Grade
Riverview High School International Baccalaureate Program
Embracing Our Differences® Docent 2 years

12th Grade
Riverview High School International Baccalaureate Program
Embracing Our Differences® Docent 3 years
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We all live with the

OBJECTIVE

of being happy;
our lives are all
different and yet
the same.

- Anne Frank
(June 12, 1929 – early March 1945)
One of the most renowned and most
discussed Jewish victims of the Holocaust.
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A

rt has been a fundamental part of Jewish
life since our beginnings more than 4,000
years ago. Bezalel was
the first Jewish artist
on record. Throughout
our history art has been
used as a form of remembrance, dedication,
and inspiration. From
colorful mosaics at a
bath house in Masada,
to intricately carved synagogues in Morocco, to children’s drawings found at Terezinstadt during the
Holocaust, to proud images of Israeli’s praying at the
Wall, art has helped define us and our history.
Many of these art pieces focused on the theme of love,
friendship and shalom. It is the dream of our people
to live in a world that is safe, welcoming and peaceful.
In pursuit of this dream, The Jewish Federation
Painting by Roi Horn, Ringling College of Art and Design

of Sarasota-Manatee has long been a Community
Partner of Embracing Our Differences®, and is
proud to be a 2012 Exhibit Sponsor. The essence of our
Federation aligns perfectly with that of Embracing
Our
Differences®…
to help our community,
especially our children,
to respect the views of
others, to reject hatred
and prejudice, and to
become “up-standers’
instead of bystanders.
Jewish mystical sources
teach us that our world
and everything in it is
G-d’s work of art. It is
difficult to disagree with
this
teaching
while
viewing the Embracing
Our Differences® exhibit every April and May. When we experience the
creative works of artists from 53 countries around the
world… when we read the heartfelt quotations from
students who only want a world filled with kindness
and understanding… all presented in the beautiful
backdrop of our Sarasota bay front… it is easy to
understand that together we are part of something
greater.

Howard Tevlowitz

Executive Director, The Jewish Federation of Sarasota-Manate
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Quotation
A

POFECT

world doesn’t have
perfect people;
it has people who will
accept the differences
and flaws in others.

Bringing
Hands Together,
Bridging
Gaps Forever
Jamia Mei Tolentino
13 years old, 7th Grade
St. Stephen’s High School
Valenzuela City, Philippines

– Yinlu Zhu
11 years old, 6th Grade
Pine View School, Osprey, Florida
Teacher: Connie Swikle
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Jamia Mei Tolentino
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Quotation
If you focus
on only one color,
how could you see
the

I Tip My Hat
To You
Tavernelle
Santa Cruz, Trinidad & Tobago

tTBOW?
Scan to Meet the Artist

– Devonte Petrie
Bradenton, Florida
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Tavernelle
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Quotation

Where Do You Fit In?
Ella Emmett
7 years old

A

CmMUjTY
is not a
community
without unity.

Dalton Jett, Sara Martin,
Palmer Mays
8 years old
2nd Grade
Phillippi Shores Elementary School
Sarasota, Florida
Art Teacher: Petie Brown

Scan to Meet the Teacher & Artists

– Sammi Fisher
12 years old, 7th Grade
Sarasota Middle School, Sarasota, Florida
Teachers: Moya Hanaway & Doug Abel
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Ella Emmett, Dalton Jett, Sara Martin, Palmer Mays
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Quotation
Stop judging… Notice
skin color, hear accents,

2012 Adult
Best in Show

Life’s Library
Andrea Rankin

AKkWLLGE

Sarasota County Technical Institute
Sarasota, Florida
Teacher: April J. Irwin

the differences;
THEN, ask questions
and be open to
learning about others!

Scan to Meet the Artist

– Gloria Tracy
Bradenton, Florida
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Andrea Rankin
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Quotation
Teaching an

TkCNT
child hatred, anger,
fear, or intolerance
is the ultimate
evil act.

Letting Your
Differences
Shine
Paige Falk
17 years old, 11th Grade
Port Huron High School
Port Huron, Michigan
Teacher: Scott Magneson

– Bob Richardson
Sarasota, Florida
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Paige Falk
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Quotation
The first step to
accepting others’
differences is to

EMBtCE

Don’t Be A
Clone

Rachel St. Denis
17 years old, 12th Grade
Manasquan High School
Manasquan, New Jersey
Teacher: Carolyn Treney

your own.

– Damon Ranta

Scan to Meet the Artist

15 years old, 10th Grade
Riverview High School
Sarasota, Florida
Teacher: Dena Sturm
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Rachel St. Denis
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Quotation

2012 Student
Best in Show

A world without

Yourself

TDIVIDUBWY

Alina Căprioară

is a world
without color.

16 years old, 10th Grade
Alexandru Ioan Cuza National College
Galati, Romania
Teacher: Silvia Rapiteanu

– George Lucas
16 years old, 12th Grade
New College Stamford
Stamford, Lincolnshire, England
Teacher: Yvonne Davison-Clissitt
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Alina Căprioară
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Quotation
It’s impossible
for us to be
so different
that we have nothing

Crossed Love
Hannah Hoffrogge
12 years old, 7th Grade
Sherman J Studio
Aurora, Ontario, Canada
Teacher: Judy Sherman

T JMMn.
– Amy Padgett
Murphy, Texas
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Hannah Hoffrogge
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Quotation
If I desired my

FvNDS

to act exactly like me,
I would simply
talk to my mirror
for companionship.

Lookin’ Good

Maryjo Floryjanski
Venice, Florida

– Kara Hardin
18 years old, 12th Grade
Evans High School
Evans, Georgia
Teacher: Pamela Segers
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Maryjo Floryjanski
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Quotation
Don’t exclude me
because I’m different;
include me
because I am

be a friend
Kit Allen

Tomball, Texas

UjQUE!
– Daniela Martinez

Scan to Meet the Artist

14 years old, 8th Grade
Sarasota Middle School
Sarasota, Florida
Teacher: Daphne Bazenas
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Kit Allen
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Quotation
From a seed
a flower will grow,
but only if

NUTURL;

Expecting

Beatrice Davies
Acquapendente, Italy

give me care
and I will shine.
– Madison Taylor Miller
12 years old, 7th Grade
Pine View School
Osprey, Florida
Teacher: Krisin Guay
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Beatrice Davies
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2012 Best Quote Winner
Society tells us how to
“act,” “exist” and “be.”
We must

LEDN

for ourselves how to
“interact,” “coexist”
and “become.”

Puzzled Eyes
Dan McGibbon
South Cle Elum, Washington

– Gabrielle Holt
16 years old, 11th Grade
Co-Existence Club Officer
Riverview High School, Sarasota, Florida
Teacher: Dena Sturm
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Dan McGibbon
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Quotation
If it’s “only humane”
to be

KTD

to animals,
why is it “only human”
to treat humans
inhumanely?

OK,
We Agree,
We’re All
Different
Kathleen Giddens
Lake City, Florida

– J. B. Pravda
Orlando, Florida
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Kathleen Giddens
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Quotation
Not to see with your

HEDT

is equivalent
to blindness.

See Through
Your Eyes
Casey Miller

17 years old, 12th Grade
Lakewood Ranch High School
Bradenton, Florida
Teacher: Kari Reddish

– Lena Coleman
12 years old, 7th Grade
Booker Middle School
Sarasota, Florida
Teacher: Joanna Fox
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Casey Miller
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Quotation
We

zvVE

First Cousins

Ophelia M. Chambliss
York, Pennsylvania

for perfection,
but who sets
the standards?
– Jack Eller

Scan to Meet the Artist

13 years old, 7th Grade
Goldie Feldman Academy
Sarasota, Florida
Teacher: Aaron Goldberg
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Ophelia M. Chambliss
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Quotation
Perhaps more people
need to log-on to
www.RateMyTolerance.com

BEFoE

they Twitter their
thoughtless words
each day.

Words
Adam Parisi
& Emily Quigley
14 years old, 9th Grade
North Port High School
North Port, Florida
Teacher: Marilyn Caruso

– Fran H. Squires
Venice, Florida
48

Adam Parisi & Emily Quigley
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Quotation
Bullying doesn’t just

HURT;

No Bullys
Joshua Rodriguez
13 years old, 7th Grade
The GAP School
Sarasota, Florida
Teacher: Carla Patton

it leaves big
ugly scars.
– Hayley Wahl

Scan to Meet the Artist

11 years old, 6th Grade
The Out-of-Door Academy
Sarasota, Florida
Teacher: Martha M. Gulacsy
50

Joshua Rodriguez
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Quotation
They look at you,
they see a freak;
they look in you,
they see a

Alone
in the Crowd
Étienne Gagné

Boucherville, Quebec, Canada

FvND.
– Kamry Banks

Scan to Meet the Artist

12 years old, 6th Grade
Sarasota Middle School
Sarasota, Florida
Teachers: Moya Hanaway & Doug Abel
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Étienne Gagné
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Quotation

ZFE
is not “one size fits all.”
Don’t let the
fear of others
squeeze you into
a smaller-sized life.

Though Different,
The Sun
Illuminates
Us All Equally
Angela Arrey-Wastavino
East Syracuse, New York

– Leah Nusman
Bradenton, Florida
54

Angela Arrey-Wastavino
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Quotation
I’m done
hiding in the shadows;
I want to

Be Brave.
Leave Your Mark.
Liz Gibson

Tallahassee, Florida

SHTE

as brightly as I can.
Scan to Meet the Artist

– Chrissy Riling
Millersville, Maryland
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Liz Gibson
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Quotation
What if I let you
borrow my eyes?
What do you
think you’d

SEE?

Not All
Differences
Can Be Seen

Michala Schonewald
Kirriemuir, Scotland

– Riverview High School
Co-Existence Club
Sarasota, Florida
Teacher: Dena Sturm
58

Michala Schonewald
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Quotation
Anyone can
make a difference;
it’s just your

IOICE

Friendship
Autumn Hutton
18 years old, 12th Grade
Port Charlotte High School
Port Charlotte, Florida
Teacher: Tiffiny Coffey

whether or not you will.
– Ryan Hackelberg
13 years old, 8th Grade
Carlos E. Haile Middle School
Bradenton, Florida
Teacher: Dana Mills
60

Autumn Hutton
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Quotation
It’s when we begin to

EXPLoE

our differences that we
find all the things
we have in common.

United for the
Education,
United for the
Future
Taha Benadada
Sullivan, Ohio

– Alicia K. Long
Bradenton, Florida
62

Taha Benadada
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Quotation
Look in the mirror
to see the person

Because
Jardley Jean-Louis
Queens Village, New York

RPPnSIBY

for bringing
peace and progress
to the world.

Scan to Meet the Artist

– B. Keith Vipperman
Tallahassee, Florida
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Jardley Jean-Louis
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Quotation
Don’t think of
a perfect world;

dKE

What's
Not To Like?
Jelena Meek

Lochem, The Netherlands

it one.
– Roberto Gonzalez

Scan to Meet the Artist

11 years old, 6th Grade
Sarasota Middle School
Sarasota, Florida
Teachers: Moya Hanaway & Doug Abel
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Jelena Meek
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Quotation

The World Sun
Urara Yamaguchi

ACEPTCCE
opens many doors.
Ignorance
slams them shut.

12 years old, 6th Grade
Linden Hall Elementary School
Dazaifu City, Japan
Teacher: Mayuko Nakamura

Scan to Meet the Artist

– Kelly A. Roberts
Venice, Florida
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Urara Yamaguchi
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Quotation

DIVOSWY

in sound creates
harmony. Diversity in
size creates perspective.
Diversity in color creates
awareness. Diversity in
thought creates progress.

Meeting
for a Drink

Kathleen Benton
Yonkers, New York

– Sharon Ponitz
Sarasota, Florida
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Kathleen Benton
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Quotation
Segregation - a world

BQTO
YFT BEHTD.

Embracing
the Dream

H. Peter Bassen
Sarasota County Technical Institute
Sarasota, Florida
Teacher: April J. Irwin

– Aaron Colburn
16 years old, 12th Grade
Stamford New College
Stamford, Lincolnshire, England
Teacher: Yvonne Davison-Clissitt
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H. Peter Bassen
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Quotation

IF

I change my name,
my clothes, my address,
or my accent,
would your opinion
of me change?

Red, Yellow,
Black and White
Annelies M. Dykgraaf
Jacksonville, Florida

– Lesa Dailey
Bradenton, Florida
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Annelies M. Dykgraaf
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Quotation
Hatred transforms
you into

Freedom for All
Anita Wexler
Sarasota, Florida

SmQHU

you don't want to be.
– Taylor King

Scan to Meet the Artist

12 years old, 6th Grade
Sarasota Middle School
Sarasota, Florida
Teachers: Moya Hanaway & Doug Abel
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Anita Wexler
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Quotation
I felt sorry for myself
because I didn’t have
all I wanted. Then I

REBIZL

some people
have nothing.

Something
to Believe In
Aubrey Roe

15 years old, 10th Grade
North Port High School
North Port, Florida
Teacher: Marilyn Caruso

– Gabrielle San Pedro
13 years old, 8th Grade
Sarasota Middle School
Sarasota, Florida
Teacher: Daphne Bazenas
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Aubrey Roe
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Quotation
Many times
the key to

UNKRzCDU
one another
is as simple as a
good conversation.

You Are My
Brother
Amber Dixon

Manhattan Beach, California

– Lori Rizzo
Palmetto, Florida
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Amber Dixon
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Quotation
Just quoting
great leaders
won’t change the world
– it takes you and me
every day

Urban
Samaritan
Linda Massey

Cottage Grove, Wisconsin

zCDU UP
for what is right.

Scan to Meet the Artist

– Joy Hawkins
Bradenton, Florida
82

Linda Massey
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Quotation
People are like rocks
– some are polished,
and some are geodes;
all are gems on the

TSIDE.

Breaking Free
Matthew Afflerbach
17 years old, 12th Grade
North Port High School
North Port, Florida
Teacher: Christine Todd

– Sarah Schaefer
12 years old, 6th Grade
Laurel Nokomis School
Nokomis, Florida
Teacher: Shala Rossheim
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Matthew Afflerbach
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Quotation

Will to Win
Zoltán Balogh

Sometimes

Budapest, Hungary

GIFTS

appear as flaws.
Scan to Meet the Artist

– Amy Renee Ronhovde
Peoria, Arizona
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Zoltán Balogh
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Quotation
It is no coincidence
that folks who
take the time to see life
from another’s

POIl OF VIEW

Everyone
is a Hero

Yu-ki Nishimoto
Chuo-ku, Fukuoka City, Japan

seem to have
more friends.

– Deborah Robinson
Rotonda West, Florida
88

Yu-ki Nishimoto
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Everyone
is breakable.
Choose your words

WVEc.

Seen
But Not Heard
Gwen McCaw

15 years old, 10th Grade
Booker High School
Sarasota, Florida
Teacher: Jeffery Cornwell

– Katie Schaefer
13 years old, 7th Grade
Sarasota Middle School
Sarasota, Florida
Teachers: Moya Hanaway & Doug Abel
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Gwen McCaw
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Quotation
The pathway to equality
is still
under construction.
Are you taking the
detour or working to help

JMPLQE

Temporary
Existence
in Space
Matt Picon
Tempe, Arizona

the construction?
– Irene Nicola
Sarasota, Florida
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Matt Picon
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Quotation
Hate is a
sharp-edged
four-letter word
that hurts

What is it
Good For?

Tiffany Swoish
Taylor, Michigan

EVOYBODY.
Scan to Meet the Artist

– Angela Arrey-Wastavino
East Syracuse, New York
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Tiffany Swoish
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HnoABY
(left) “Labels” by Rose Kordonsky, 13 years old,

8th Grade, Pine View School, Osprey, Florida;
Teacher: Mark Goebel

(below left) “Transforming

Enemies to Friends”
by Justen Paul Tolentino,
University of Santo Tomas - College of Architecture,
Valenzuela City, Philippines

MNTIn
(right) “A

Shirt of a Different Color”
by Kaitlyn Priestley, Ringling College of Art and Design,
Sarasota, Florida

(below left) “Create

Littleton, Colorado

Peace” by Judy Brown,

(below right) “Requiem” by Michel Blazquez,
Union City, New Jersey

(below right) “Unity” by Rachel Morgan,

Ringling College of Art and Design, Sarasota, Florida
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DTVT zFEMNTS
n pg. 18
Jamia Mei Tolentino
Our world may be
literally divided by
countries, by race and by languages, but
if we set aside our differences and let each
other’s hand come closer to another’s
hand, then unity can reign. What a wonderful world this would be for us and for
future generations.
n pg. 20
Tavernelle
The first step to truly
embracing our differences is to show respect and admiration
for each other. Hat tipping is a non-verbal
expression of acknowledging the presence of someone you hold in high regard.
It is also a salute of honor and recognition.
Confucius once said, “ Without feelings of
respect, what is there to distinguish men
from beasts?”
n pg. 22
Ella Emmett,
Dalton Jett,
Sara Martin,
Palmer Mays
Phillipi Shores International Baccalaureate World School promotes a global openness and community spirit. With that in
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mind, this second grade art project was
designed to tell a story about groups of
people. When the students’ pieces were
lined up together they made a strong
statement. The bright colors signify
diversity and how the students grouped
them said a lot about the subjects we had
been discussing: bullying, isolation, fun
with friends, being different, feeling alone
and wanting to join in.
n pg. 24
Andrea Rankin
My
artwork
is
intended to be thought
provoking, funny, conversation starter, and
igniter for soul-searching. Life’s library is
filled with stories about individuals and
their unique qualities. I want to show
young people that even though with a book
or two, there are plenty of other stories out
there that are just as “different” as they
are, and that it will all be okay. This artwork
represents the way I live my life with my
own family and our 18 year old daughter,
and the way I wish people who struggle
with acceptance would live theirs.
n pg. 26
Paige Falk
Young children should
learn to be secure
with their differences and let them shine!
By letting their differences shine, they can
embrace them positively.

n pg. 28
Rachel St. Denis
Differences make us
special. I am inspired
every day to be the person I truly am with
my friends and coworkers. I love being my
own quirky self. Although I’m not a sheep, I
do have crazy hair and wear funky patterns.
Sometimes being a clone of others is
easier, but embracing your differences is
much more fun!
n pg. 30
Alina Căprioară
My love for fashion
influenced the creation of my artwork as a “closet in one’s
mind” which, unfortunately, exists in
many of us who seek acceptance and
understanding. We try to hide who we
really are, keeping our differences in
“boxes.” But why – why do we hide when
being one’s self is the most beautiful
thing? Everyone is different like trees or
snowflakes. To me different means special
and we should all find the key to open that
special, colorful box inside each of us.
Being yourself and understanding yourself is the first and most important step
to accepting other people’s differences.
I feel sorry for those who live in a black
and white universe and see only with their
eyes. When people begin to look with their
hearts and minds, the world will finally be
the place we can call “Home” – with colors

bursting, people smiling and embracing
one another.
n pg. 32
Hannah Hoffrogge
My painting shows a
black and white horse
in love. They are not just any black and
white horses, but the two most important
horses in the world to me – Parker & Riley.
n pg. 34
Maryjo Floryjanski
People come from all
over the world to experience the Florida sunshine. The warmth
simply makes you feel good. And when you
feel good, you look good. “Lookin’ Good” is
my view of any given day of people coming
together.
n pg. 36
Kit Allen
As a youth I was part
of a family that moved
frequently. I regularly found myself in
communities that were unfamiliar with my
background. I learned at an early age that
anyone can be a friend. It doesn’t matter if
you belong to the same culture, religion,
or even speak the same language. All that
matters is “being nice” or as the title of my
artwork states, “be a friend.” My experiences with seeking out and being sought

out by nice people encouraged my artistic
talent to be used as a tool to uplift others.
Often I work in a “childlike” manner, of
bold lines and bright color. I try to capture
the innate innocence of a child that is so
worthwhile to the rest of us. The innocence
that looks past the physical and sees the
light inside.
n pg. 38
Beatrice Davies
People have always
given me the wildest
inspiration. Their colors, shapes, expressions, moods make the most unique work
of art. My effort, through art, is to catch
a shadow of that beauty. My work mostly
speaks about humans, with irony and (at
times) with a reproachful eye, trying to describe their defects under the same light
as their merits, merging myself with every
single person I portray, in order to be as
respectful as I can toward another’s character in this big painting that is humanity.
n pg. 40
Dan McGibbon
Thinking of a puzzle,
I saw faces in the
blank pieces. By adding eyes and different
colors, each piece looked similar, yet
different. Like those puzzle pieces, we are
all different and unique, yet similar. When
we fit together we can create a big, bright
and beautiful picture of the world. Don’t

look at the world with puzzled eyes, see
through the lies and you will see, the world
would not be without you and me.
n pg. 42
Kathleen Giddens
I want a world of peace
where everyone gets
along regardless of cultural backgrounds,
how they look, or what they do. One of the
best things in life is the great diversity of
all things. New things only seem strange
to us because they are unfamiliar. Once
you learn about something, it is no longer
strange. I chose fish because of countless
varieties, which fascinate me. Each is
beautiful in its own way. You may think one
is ugly while someone else sees its beauty.
n pg. 44
Casey Miller
No matter how we see
things in our lives,
we can share similar views. You may see
something one way, someone else may
see it completely differently. That’s how it
should be in the world: seeing with your
own perspective and allowing others to do
the same.
n pg. 46
Ophelia M. Chambliss
In 1980, I, a black
woman, married a
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white man and in the process of embracing
our differences, even through much
adversity, we had two children. Throughout
their lives, our son and daughter (now
adults) had no dating preferences. My son’s
wife is white and my daughter is engaged
to a black man. While my son and his wife
now have a little girl with blond hair and
blue eyes (much like her grandfather), I can
imagine my daughter someday having a
little girl that might take on characteristics
that look more like me. No matter what
my grandchildren look like, they will be
equally loved and their mixed heritages
will be supported. As first cousins, I will
want them to continue to love and embrace
each other’s differences. I painted my girls
with different complexions but identical
features. While I fashioned their hair to be
culturally specific, each wears an identical
necklace that represents a gift from their
grandmother.
n pg. 48
Adam Parisi &
Emily Quigley
At one time in every
person’s life, he or she has been made
fun of, picked on or abused. Whether it’s
because one is the new kid in school, or
for believing in a different religion, or
countless other reasons, it has happened
to every single one of us. While the saying
goes, “sticks and stones may break my
bones but words will never hurt me,”
that does not apply to everyone. Words
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DO hurt. Cyber-bullying hurts as much as
it does in person. Always remember that
what you say could mark a person’s life
forever.
n pg. 50
Joshua Rodriguez
This artwork was
created by a student
during a social action skills class at The
GAP School. Our year -long, school-wide
curriculum is based on the philosophies
of embracing differences, accepting
diversity and creating bully-free settings
that create and maintain friendships.
Simply put, we teach our children
to “embrace their differences.” Our
social action skills classes are based on
creative reflections of a “team building”
approach for cohesion of the greater
good of the group.
n pg. 52
Étienne Gagné
As an artist, when you
think about embracing our differences as a theme, you usually think of art about peace, friendship,
and the nice aspects of acceptance. My
artwork, however, speaks to those who sit
alone in a crowd where people look at you
funny because you look different, or you
can’t get a job because of the clothes you
wear. The world can sometimes feel cold if
you are different.

n pg. 54
Angela
Arrey-Wastavino
As
an
educator,
instilling tolerance and developing
multicultural curricula have been at the
core of my profession for many years. The
many young people I have encountered
have been the inspiration for my
artwork contribution to Embracing Our
Differences, with the focus of promoting
equality for all.
n pg. 56
Liz Gibson
Deformity, adversity
and empowerment –
these are the themes of my work. Having
been born with seven fingers total (five on
my left hand, two on my right) and as an
artist, I have chosen to take this unique
personal experience and transform it into
a shared experience with my audiences. I
have created four distinct characters that
represent different developmental stages
a person born with a physical defect goes
through. The transformation is marked
in terms of both social perception and
self-perspective. It is most important to
me that the work I make is both visually
intriguing as well as socially compelling.
I combine video, art performance and
installation to engulf the viewer in this
experience. I want my art to be engaging,
heartfelt and, ultimately, socially positive

for an audience composed of all ages,
races, sexual orientation, and social-economical classes. Birth defects occur in all
groups of people and the adversity of the
disabled can truly touch us all, especially
when the adversity is overcome and the
deformed become the empowered.
n pg. 58
Michala Schonewald
Not all differences are
visible to the naked
eye. My partner is tall, handsome, a hard
worker who plays football twice a week,
and has no discernible disability. However,
at the age of seven, he was diagnosed with
Type 1 Diabetes. At twelve his eyes showed
their first signs of deterioration. With
diabetes it’s not a question of if you lose
your sight, but how long you can keep your
sight. The saying “the eyes are a window
to the soul” was my inspiration for this
piece. For a diabetic, the eyes are a window
to nerve damage and hemorrhages. In
creating this piece, I pushed myself and
my partner to really face his disease and
look to the future. I have kept a journal of
my thoughts and fears, and it makes up the
background of this image. The components
I added to the eye (the clock and spare
watch parts) show the importance of the
passage of time in the degradation of a
diabetic’s eyesight. I also incorporated the
diabetic symbol in a blue circle. The text in
the piece is from a one hundred year old
“Household Physician” which talks about

the treatment of uranium and opiates for
a diabetic. It was published a few years
before the discovery of insulin. Although
the discovery was miraculous, there has
not been much progression in nearly
one hundred years. Diabetics are still
dying from heart attacks, strokes, kidney
failure and brain damage. Diabetes has no
prejudice – it effects all ages and races, it
does not care who shares your bed or how
healthy you live. If by having this piece in
the exhibit and awareness of this disease
reaches just one person, then my mission
was a success.
n pg. 60
Autumn Hutton
Someone I know has
always been rude
when it comes to people of different races.
It meant so much to me to walk outside
and find my younger brother and his friend
playing. To see acceptance in the younger
generation gives me hope.
n pg. 62
Taha Benadada
Since I first read about
the Embracing Our
Differences exhibit, I could not stop thinking about the differences, similarities and
aspirations of all humans. In creating this
piece, I used both my artistic and graphic
background to represent man coming together for the education of our children

so we can all live together in a united and
peaceful world.
n pg. 64
Jardley Jean-Louis
I used myself as a
reference
for
the
person on the right and the idea of using
parts of faces to make a whole being on
the left. I wanted to portray pieces of a
person being loved, regardless of ethnicity
– an act I want to see more of in the world
and within myself. There have been times
in my own life when I’ve let fear creep in
and play a factor in how someone cared
for me. My artwork delves into how we all
limit the love we give or receive based on
our imposed beliefs and finding our way to
the other side. I am both the person being
kissed and giving the kiss – an idea that
one can and will be loved for just being…
just because.
n pg. 66
Jelena Meek
Until I was seven years
old, I spent most of my
life in a fantasy world. I did not have friends
to play with and I hardly even noticed. As
I got older and the real world began to
replace the vivid world I had created with
my imagination, I realized that I was very
lonely. I make art to make my fantasy world
real again, and to share that world with
others.
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n pg. 68
Urara Yamaguchi
I
think
diversity
means
that
even
though people are different in the world,
we also can be the same. Diversity is a
nice thing to have in the world. If more
people recognize their similarities, instead of focusing so much on the differences, the world would be a happier
place to live.
n pg. 70
Kathleen Benton
I have painted differ ent animal species
coming together for a drink at a waterhole.
The animals seem to understand that
despite our differences we come together
for our common needs as inhabitants
of Earth. My painting technique breaks
down all elements of the composition –
animals, water and earth – into visible
strokes of paint, much as all matter can
be viewed as a collection of atoms.
n pg. 72
H. Peter Bassen
My vision was to
honor Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. and his most famous
“I Have a Dream” speech. He laid out
a vision of a better community and
brighter future by learning to embrace
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differences and work together. Dr. King
inspired me and countless others to strive
to make a better tomorrow for our children
and ourselves. Through this image I wanted
to convey that our words can have impact
and create beauty just as easily as they can
tear us down.

people are. To me, it means suppressing
judgments while acknowledging and
accepting the many differences in our
world.

n pg. 74
Annelies M. Dykgraaf

I created this oil
painting after a trip to
the Dominican Republic with a charity organization called Skip1. We visited needy
homes and schools, donating food and
supplies. We spent time talking with the
people, listening to their stories, playing
games with their children, and building
relationships. I realized the easiest way
to connect with the children was through
play. I couldn't speak their language well
and had trouble communicating with
words, but I found out that the second I
tossed a ball their way and motioned for
them to toss it back, they immediately understood and were laughing, smiling and
joining in. This boy is one such child that
I felt a real connection with - all thanks to
a simple soccer ball. Although we came
from drastically different places with
different histories and cultures, it became
obvious to me that one thing universal to
humankind is play. No common language
is needed to see delight and joy in a child’s
face when you simply play together. I have
always felt a strong urge to paint people
and love how a person’s face and a simple
look can contain hidden stories, secrets,
memories, feelings, and emotions.

This painting por trays children of different cultures sharing a communal dish
of food and water. No matter what skin
color or background, we are all created
human and have the same basic needs.
n pg. 76
Anita Wexler
We simply take freedom for granted. Freedom is still not a guarantee in all places
and countries. We all have the right for
freedom to choose, freedom to express
yourself, and freedom to be who we are
meant to be. To be born into a world of
freedom should be the right for all.
n pg. 78
Aubrey Roe
I believe embracing
our differences is
powerful, with a far more in-depth meaning
than simply accepting the way other

n pg. 80
Amber Dixon

n pg. 82
Linda Massey
I am inspired by the
urban setting that
brings our protagonist into a situation
where he is given a choice: he can either
pass by the helpless as so many others
have or stop and take a moment to help
others in need. Because he chose to stop,
his gesture of kindness has made a huge
difference in the lives of others. We all
need help sometimes, while at other times
we are in the position to help others. We
choose compassion and it’s the small
choices we make every day that has the
capacity to make a change in the world.
n pg. 84
Matthew Afflerbach
While playing with
PhotoShop, I remembered a tutorial on making stone people
and decided to create a piece showing
someone breaking through barriers such
as race, religion, sexuality, etc. I used to be
shy and cautious about talking and making
friends, but I broke free of my barriers and
let loose, realizing that people who like me
will want to be my friends.
n pg. 86
Zoltán Balogh
Ádám Borsy is a
disabled singer and

sportsman who lives a full life in a
wheelchair. He makes albums with
romantic songs and plays basketball like
any able-bodied person.
n pg. 88
Yu-ki Nishimoto
Sports have no boundaries. Athletes and
spectators are both heroes of their own
lives. The color of the skin may vary, but the
color of our sweat and blood are the same.
In sports and in life, we all share and live
the breathtaking moments.
n pg. 90
Gwen McCaw
This piece illustrates
the inconvenient truth
that many children have their ideas
suppressed by adults. In reality, the youth
provide sincere ideas for the future and
should be recognized for we will be the
ones leading the world in the not too
distant future.
n pg. 92
Matt Picon
This piece focuses
on my concerns for
existence, expansion, and the domination
of cultures. The construction taking place
in the foreground shows growth and
expansion; however it’s a “house of cards”

that is unstable. The map includes part of
the Navajo Nation reservation and a detail
of the city of Taos, New Mexico to represent
how, throughout history and around the
world, cultures have claimed or displaced
other cultures.
n pg. 94
Tiffany Swoish
Embracing multiculturalism is necessary
for the cessation of warfare. Nations should
strive towards settling disagreements
amicably. Instead of dropping bombs we
must deliver peace.

HnoABY eNTIn
n pg. 96
Rose Kordonsky
In my short years of
existence, I often take
“philosophy time” to reflect on the actions
of society. I had such a moment after our
instructor gave us an essay to read about
bullying. The author stated a theory that labels are the main source of bullying. These
labels can tear friendships apart and cause
discrimination. This theory struck a chord
with me and inspired my artwork. I wanted
to create a person that had no gender or
race since bullying effects us all. I wanted
it to be relevant. I decided to literally make
the figure out of labels to illustrate that all
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of us are subject to being labeled at some
point in our lives and can be made to feel
different. I hope that people will see my
artwork and realize that they are not alone,
and that it will get better.
n pg. 96
Justen Paul Tolentino
Humans, like animals, have differences.
I believe that step-by-step we can
achieve the goal of embracing our differ ences. It may not be an overnight transformation, but if we keep in mind what it
takes to be united, we can come together
and be happy
n pg. 96
Rachel Morgan
Humans are social
creatures and only
by unifying as one and working together
on the problems in our world can those
problems can be fixed. A critical part of
unity is understanding that all different
facets of humanity contribute to creative
problem solving. Considering the scope
and magnitude of the problems facing our
planet, creative problem solving is exactly
what is needed. In my artwork three very
different creatures work together to align
their umbrellas to fend off the storm of
problems facing them. Though different
from each other, they make it work. If
humanity could do the same, we could
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solve some of the world’s biggest crises.
n pg. 97
Kaitlyn Priestley
This piece was inspired by the limitations and struggles that we put ourselves
through. We mold our lives with choices,
some good and some bad, and those
choices make us who we are. As many
do, I hold myself to a strict structure.
My schedule is packed and I do not
take as much time as I should to try
something different or to meet someone
new. There is so much to learn from the
world around us if only we would take
the time. We would see the beauty that
we take for granted. Instead of thinking
about where we’re going next, what
assignments we have, what to make for
dinner and such, we should take the time
to experience something new and try on
a different shirt! My art illustrates the
segregation one creates in life through
routines, habits and preferences, but
also highlights that there is always the
opportunity for a change in the rhythm.
In the midst of all the shirts (arranged in
the colors of the rainbow) there is a tiedye shirt that embraces all the colors.
n pg. 97
Judy Brown
My goal is to make the
world a better place

through art. It is a little thing to do, but
I know little things can add up and can
make a big difference in the world. Don’t
ever give up by thinking you can’t make a
difference. Even taking time to smile or say
“Hi” to the next person you see will create
positive energy and change the world.
n pg. 97
Michel Blazquez
My inspiration was
the salvation of our
planet, represented by a whale crying
tears for our world (and made of our
world). This animal is an endangered
species with a last request for protecting
our planet.

What lies behind us
and
what lies before us
are tiny matters
compared to
what lies

WWHT
us.
PuVIqS EXHIBWS
To view art and quotations from
previous exhibits, and for more
information about participating
next year, please visit us online at:
www.EmbracingOurDifferences.org

- Ralph
Waldo Emerson
(May 25, 1803 – April 27, 1882)
American essayist, lecturer, and poet.
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JMMUjTY
PDThRS
Gulf Coast Community
Foundation
is the largest community
foundation in Florida.
They believe that connecting
individuals, groups, and
organizations by sharing
information and needs will
strengthen and improve
charitable giving in our
community.

www.gulfcoastcf.org

Scan for Gulf Coast Gives
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The mission of the
The Jewish Federation of
Sarasota-Manatee
is to ensure the continuity of
the Jewish people, enhance the
quality of Jewish life and build a
strong, secure and unified Jewish
community in Sarasota-Manatee,
in Israel and throughout the world.

Ringling College of
Art and Design
is a private, not-for-profit, fully
accredited college offering the
Bachelor’s degree in
14 disciplines.
The 35-acre campus now
includes 90 buildings, and
attracts close to 1,300 students
from 43 states and 23 foreign
countries.

The mission of the
Sarasota Sister Cities
Association
is to foster international
relationships between Sarasota
and cities that have similar
interests by creating exchanges
in areas of culture, education,
tourism, business and
government.

Youth Experiencing Art
provides art experiences
for students with limited
opportunities.
Their programs allow
at-risk youth with limited
resources to fully explore the
arts for enjoyment, personal
development and enhanced
learning of core curriculum
subjects.

www.jfedsrq.org

www.ringling.edu

sarasotasistercities.org

www.yeaarts.org
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$25,000

”Yq MUz BE
TR ICGE Yq WVH TO SEE
T TR WoLD.”
–Mahatma Gandhi

(October 2, 1869 – January 30, 1948)
The pre-eminent political and ideological leader of India.
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Sponsors through March 10, 2012. For a complete list of Sponsors, visit: www.embracingourdifferences.org
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$10,000

Where there is
charity and

WVDm,

Vern & Sandy Buchanan / Sarasota Ford
Bruce & Janet
Udell

there is neither
fear nor ignorance.

- St. Francis
of Assisi
(1181/1182 – October 3, 1226)
Italian Catholic friar, preacher and
founder of the Franciscan Order.
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SIOOL SPnSoS
$5,000

Faith is
taking the

FIRz STEP

even though you
don’t see the whole
staircase.

- Dr. Martin
Luther King,Jr.

Bon Eau Foundation

Barbara & Drew Cervasio

Ann & Norbert Donelly
Larry & Laura Herrig
Community Foundation of Sarasota County, Inc. provided
by the Eldon & Marge Herrig Family Foundation D.A.
George Perreault

(January 15, 1929 – April 4, 1968)
American clergyman, activist, and
prominent leader in the
African-American Civil Rights Movement
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DT PCM SPnSoS
$3,000

Gerri Aaron & Marvin Albert
David & Myrna Band
Rich & Rebecca Bergman

Jonna Keller
The Tarr Charitable Family Foundation
Sally Yanowitz

Tim Cameresi
Arnold & Bette Hoffman
Bobbi & Will Lorry
Rubin Charitable Foundation
Betty Schoenbaum
Co-Existence Club of
Riverview High School
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$3,000

Michael Shelton & Jeremy Lisitza

Bobbi & Don Bernstein

Grace Carlson

DT PCM SPnSoS

The Tillie, Jennie & Harold Schwartz
Foundation

HBF-PCM SPnSoS
$1,500

Genie & Les Aberson • Fred Bloom, MD* • Carol Poteat-Buchanan
James & Kim Cornetet / Greenhouse Fabrics • Bea Friedman
Ryan & Wendy Glasser • Keating Family Foundation
Ora & Joseph Mendels Family Foundation • Irving and Marilyn Naiditch Family Foundation
David & Lois Stulberg Foundation • SunTrust Foundation / Margaret Callihan
(*$2,000)
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SIOOL BUS SPnSoS
$1,000

Anonymous
The Arnaud Family
Pat & Bob Baer
Bank of America
Kimberly & Etienne Bleach
Kim Githler / MoneyShow
Ryan & Wendy Glasser
Sam & Bunny Gourse
Teri A Hansen &
Steve Wilberding

Judy & Jerry Levinson /
Harriette S. & Charles L .
Tabas Foundation
Neil A . & Sandra A .
Malamud /
Malco Charitable
Foundation

Clare & Rich Segall
Mort & Bunny Skirboll
Ric & Janet Smalley

$500

The Community
Foundation of
Sarasota County,
Dan & Nancy Bailey
Inc. provided by the
Shirley & Jack
Leila &Steven M.
Brown
Gompertz Donor
Advised
Judy & Charles Cahn
Fund in Memory of
Margaret & Matt
Michael Gompertz
Callihan
Statewide Disaster
Carol Camiener &
Restoration /
Jim Herrington
Cary Greenberg
Alan & Ruth Ades
Charitable Trust

Peterson-Lager
Education Fund
Jill Lonstein
Andy & Ruth Maass
Chris, Jill & Amelia
Malkin
Jessica, Josh, Josie
& Blake Malkin

Jeffrey & Barbara McCurdy

State College of Florida,
Manatee-Sarasota

Jeff & Giovanna McGrath

Brian & Pam Sullivan

Michael & Gila Meriwether

Swart Family Foundation

David & Edie
Chaifetz

Marty & Lori
Haberer

Nancy & Jerry
Roucher

Michael & Katie Moulton

Target Field Trips
Scholarship America

Alan Dee &
Frank Buffone

Peter & Arlene
Haleas

Charles W. Rush &
Juliann F. Rush

Nancy Flemming

Stephanie & Allen
Hochfelder

Ernestine
van Schaik

Ambassador
Jeanette Hyde &
Mr. Wallace Hyde

Dick & Lorraine
Vitale

Ed Klein

Edward Page

George Kole &
Judy Zuckerberg

Ken & Jennifer Pendery

Bob & Me Me Kramer

Alice Rau

Bud & Chari Polley
Jules & Sheila Rose
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Ina Schnell &
Arthur Ancowitz

QUOTFIn SPnSoS

Tracy Foundation /
Peter & Sherry Tracy
Bruce & Naomi
Wertheimer

Herman & Sharon
Frankel
Sarasota Classified /
Teachers
Association
Carol Lee Gilbert

Robert & Linda
Rosenbluth

Ernie & Alisa
Kretzmer
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FvNDS OF 3E EXHIBW
$50 – $499

Jean Adelson, Bob & Elaine Appel, Barbara & Martin Arch, Dr. Gwendolyn C. Baker,
Dan & Litten Boxser, Robert & Lillian Brent, Hal & Dianne Brin,
Fern Buchler in Honor of Rich Bergman, Harriet Bussel, Carol Butera,
Judie Byron & Dennis Lutsky, Robert Carlson, Bob & Kathryn Carr,
Amanda Cattaneo, Leny Cohen, Owen & Betty Comora, Sandra & Aubert Coran,
Judy Cory, Alice & Ed Cotman, Georgia Court,
Judy Cuppy/Senior Home Companions Inc., Eleanor Merritt Darlington,
Mark & Ann Davy, Lillian Del Seni, Zita Desenberg, Marvin & Elyse Diamond,
Marcia Dove, Lenny & Geri Drexler, Dr. James R. Dunne, Robert & Stacey Edelman,
Nita Edmondson- Cole, Priscilla Finger, The Friendship Force of Sarasota, Florida,
Robert Gaines & Marjorie Tick, Robert & Karen Gary, Stacey & Jody Gillman,
Len & Helen Glaser, Roz Goldberg & Alan Bandler, Marilyn Goldman,
Bob & Joan Goldschmidt, Donald & Alice Goldsmith,
The Alfred & Ann Goldstein Foundation, Grace M. Goldstein,
Richard & Betty Greenspan, Gloria L . Grenier, Ina Gross, Arthur & Lynn Guilford,
Len Gumley, Joan Gurgold, Marilyn Harwell, Jeff & Sue Hoffman,
Richard & Rebecca Hopkins, Deborah Huntley, Ph.D., Sue Jacobson,
Harold & Valerie Joels, Bob & Carolyn Johnson, Brenda Johnston,
Richard & Barbara Johnson, William Jones & Nancy Lowden-Jones,
Tony & Jan Joseph, John Kent, Trudo Letschert Corporation, Roz Levin, Lee Levine,
Linda & Norman Lipson, Nancy Liss, Joan Lowery, Judith & Donald Markstein,
Joan McKniff, Walt & Christine Menzel, Steve Miles & Kathy Killion, Susan Morin,
Marian Moss, Dr. David E. Mullen, Joan Nixon, Dr. Sarah H. Pappas,
John & Nora Patterson, Paver Family Foundation, Arlene Pearlman,
Pfizer Foundation, Gary Polin & Etta Rosenberg, Jacqueline & Lacy Ray,
Alfred & Adela Rose, Arlene Salzberg, Jennifer & Larry Saslaw, Michael Saunders,
Sam & Norma Savin, Phoebe Jo Shaw, Jim & Lavonne Shedivy, Neil & Jean Sheehan,
Virginia Harpes & Susan Skovronek, Sleuth, Inc./Robert Bergs, Sam & Lynn Soussou,
Laura Spencer, Madelyn Josey Spoll, Barbara P. Srur, MD, Dr. Joni S. Steinberg, Jack
& Adrea Sukin, Ronald Taub & Marica Jean Taub, Debbie Trice,
Mike & Arlene Turner,
U.S. National Committee for UN Women in Honor of Carol Poteat-Buchanan,
Ernestine van Schaik, Drs. Sheldon & Vicki Wacksman, Dan & June Walcott,
Nevin & Diana Weiner, David & Patti Wertheimer, Mary Lou & Edward Winnick,
Bob & Jeanne Zabelle, Barbara Zdravecky
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GQ
TVOLVL!
Be a part of our next Exhibit!
Visit us online for information
on submitting artwork,
writing an inspirational quote,
and sponsorship opportunities.

www.EmbracingOurDifferences.org
Scan with your
smartphone to
make a donation.
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SrCIB 3CKS
Art Selection Sub-Committee: Nancy Roucher | Tim Cameresi
Quotations Selection Sub-Committee: Peggy Abt | Carol Poteat-Buchanan | Grace Carlson
Alice Cotman | Arlene Greene | Jeremy Lisitza | Joan Lowery | Barbara J. Lorry, Ph.D.
Fundraising Sub-Committee: Rich Bergman | Grace Carlson | Alice Cotman | Christen Flenard
Barbara J. Lorry, Ph.D. | Gila Meriwether
Education Sub-Committee: Bernadette Bennett | Deborah Herbert | Carol LaVallee
Nancy Roucher
School Busing Coordinator: Dr. Joni S. Steinberg
Artists & Quoters Reception: Rich Bergman | Leslie Malkin | Dr. Tammy Walsh
Editor: Barbara J. Lorry, Ph.D.
International Baccalaureate Program: Dr. Paul Gallagher, Assistant Principal & IB Coordinator,
Riverview High School
Co-Existence Club Faculty Advisor & Docent Coordinator: Dena Sturm, Riverview High School
Photography & Web Site: Tim Cameresi | Don Daly | Greg Kaspar
Technical Support: Meno Schwartz & Family
Marketing & PR: Grace Carlson, APR

EmbracingOurDifferences.org

The City of Sarasota:|Mayor Suzanne Atwell | Vice-Mayor Terry Turner
Commissioners: Paul Caragiulo | Willie Shaw | Shannon Snyder
and a very special thanks to Bill Wagy, Videographer Extraordinaire
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Amber Dixon
page 80

Maryjo Floryjanski
page 34

Rachel St. Denis
page 28

“What’s Not To Like?” by Jelena Meek

“Crossed Love” by Hannah Hoffrogge, 7th Grade

“Will to Win” by Zoltán Balogh

9th Annual Outdoor Art Exhibit Celebrating Diversity

Viewed by more than 1,100,000 visitors since 2004, the exhibit presents 39 billboard-size works of art
accompanied by inspirational quotes in Island Park on Sarasota, Florida’s beautiful bay front. Presented
here in its entirety, the 2012 exhibit is a unique collection by artists and writers from around the world.
For more on this and past exhibits, or
to participate next year, please visit:
“You Are My Brother” by Amber Dixon

“Not All Differences Can Be Seen” by Michala Schonewald

©2012,
Embracing Our Differences
“Meeting for a Drink” by Kathleen Benton

